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ANDRA ordered in 2008 a campaign of numerical simulations to assess the efficiency of the ventilation
system designed for cells storing mean activity and long life nuclear wastes. Numerical models were
performed by ACRIIN as research engineering office. The main objectives were to assess the risks of
atmospheric explosions due to high rate of hydrogen and to determine the efficiency of the system to
evacuate released heat from storage packages. Further calculations have been carried out to evaluate
temperature gradients in the surrounding geological medium.

Three-dimensional numerical models of a reference cell were built to simulate the air flow injected at the
cell entrance and retrieved and the other extremity. The reference case is based on a cell full of storage
packages, with rows and columns of packages methodically ordered. Analytic and numerical calculations
have been performed introducing progressively each complex physical phenomenon in order to dissociate
origins of transport of released mass or heat. Three kinds of flows have been physically distinguished:

1) Ventilation in a cell with storage package that are thermally inert, i.e. no heat release, but with
hydrogen release.

2) Flow in a cell with storage packages that emit heat and warm the injected air, supposing that no heat
were lost towards the surrounding concrete walls of the cell (adiabatic hypothesis).

3) Air Flow warmed by the storage packages with heat losses towards concrete walls and geological
medium.

Simulations with absence of thermal effects allowed the knowledge of main topics of the ventilation air
flows that may be synthesized as follows:

• Flows infiltrate clearances between piles and rows of storage packa-
ges. Such apertures are a few centimetres wide. The flow is disorga-
nised between the first rows, with distribution in both transversal and
longitudinal directions. After a few tens of rows, the flow reaches its
hydraulic equilibrium, with a nearly pure longitudinal direction
through longitudinal apertures between piles of storage packages.

• Air in the longitudinal apertures is logically very well renewed, while
stagnation zone are observed in transversal apertures between rows.
Concentrations of released hydrogen are obviously the highest in such
areas. Despite of this absence of air current in transversal apertures, it
may be shown that diffusion effects are enough to obtain high security
coefficients in terms of risks of atmospheric explosion.

Simulations with heat released from storage packages modify this
hydraulic equilibrium in the longitudinal direction. The following
phenomena are noticed:

• Heat from storage packages is mainly transferred to the longitudinal
air flow by forced convection, but a non negligible part is evacuated by

Figure 1: Horizontal cross
section Flow in transversal
and longitudinal apertures.
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natural convection in transversal apertures. This results in uplift currents with a few cm/s as velocity
between each row of storage packages.

• Uplift currents between each row drive to a vertical stratification of the flow, with high speed and high
temperature at the top and slow and cold air at the bottom.

With current speeds that are negligible in transversal clearances, hydrogen residual concentrations are very
small in the whole cell. With adiabatic hypothesis, strong stratifications are observed, but the flow stays
globally longitudinal. No big eddies are noticed, natural convection uplift forces between rows generate
secondary helicoidally currents that disturb the vertical distribution progressively along the cell. With such
hypotheses, strong thermal gradients are observed at the end of the cell, with of risk of high thermal
constraints in the surrounding concrete structure.

Further simulations have been performed to take into account the heat loss through the surrounding
medium in order to assess a more realistic temperature distribution in the cell and in the concrete walls.
Heat from the storage packages is then transferred by convection to the injected air and directly by
radiation to the external walls of the cell. The main part of the heat retrieved by the injected air is
transported up to the end of the cell where it is evacuated through the global ventilation system. The other
part is lost by forced convection to concrete walls that are initially colder.

The heat transfer towards external walls is a long term phenomenon. Surrounding concrete walls and
geological medium store heat that is progressively transferred outside by conduction. Consequently,
temperature at the concrete wall of the cells progressively increases while heat losses toward surrounding
geological environment decrease. But, in the mean time, the heat release from storage packages slowly
decreases. As a result, temperature the cell begins to raise in the first months of storage reaches a peak
value and then decreases progressively as long as the heat release decreases. It is shown that the maximum
of temperature is reached after one year of full storage in the cell. Heat fluxes through the geological
medium are not spatially homogeneous, due to stratification effects in the cell. This drives to thermal
gradients in concrete walls and surrounding geological medium. But, magnitudes of gradients are much
lower than those simulated with adiabatic hypothesis. The external environment, that is thermally very
inert, acts as a regulator that smoothes vertical thermal stratifications. Such results show interactions
between stratified fluid flows and heat conduction through surrounding media.

Figure 2: Temperature (in °C) at the transversal cutaway where and when T reach its maximum value.


